TECH BRIEF

Proofpoint Content
Capture for Zoom
PRODUCT PREREQUISITES
Zoom Pro plan or higher

Whether it’s to meet regulatory or corporate governance requirements,
your firm needs to capture and retain employee communications content.
Proofpoint makes it easy to capture, manage and retain data from your
content sources, including Zoom. Using the Zoom API, we capture
business IM chat content and deliver it to your archive for e-discovery,
compliance and supervision.

What we capture
Content Capture collects the following types of Zoom Business IM chat activity:
• Direct Chat (1:1) messages and actions
• Group Chat messages and action
• In-meeting chat
We expect to add more activity and content types on an ongoing basis as supported by
Zoom APIs.

How we get it to your archive
We deliver all captured Zoom content to your archive via email. Content Capture uses
Zoom APIs via HTTPS requests to retrieve message activity from Zoom. Then, we send it
to a designated mailbox for delivery to your enterprise email archive.

Summary
With Proofpoint, you can capture Zoom content with ease. It’s a win-win. Your employees
are free to collaborate and communicate. And you reduce your compliance risk and
adhere to regulations.

LEARN MORE
For more information, visit proofpoint.com.

ABOUT PROOFPOINT
Proofpoint, Inc. (NASDAQ: PFPT) is a leading cybersecurity and compliance company that protects organizations’ greatest assets and biggest risks: their people. With an integrated suite of cloud-based
solutions, Proofpoint helps companies around the world stop targeted threats, safeguard their data, and make their users more resilient against cyber attacks. Leading organizations of all sizes, including
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